My Period Is Dark Brown Discharge

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
normal, particularly towards the end. I come on my period every 1st of the month right. Some blood came out when I was in the shower, but for the last 6 days it's just been the dark brown discharge.

Lately I start my period regularly on my second placebo pill, which would be today. But instead, today I am having a dark brown discharge. Last week I noticed. So I had sex with my boyfriend a week before I was meant to get my period using protection but then when I was supposed to get my period I had dark brown. I'm currently having a dark brown discharge. It looks very much like my period is on, but it's brown. It's not heavy though. It looks like dried blood. Can someone... About a month before I got my first period I had dark brown discharge for about a week. There was no blood so I knew it wasn't my period. A month later, I got. After I used my vibrator my discharge appeared to be a dark brown color. Is this due to the multiple orgasims... I have already had my period about two weeks ago. Throughout your menstrual cycle, the color and consistency of blood can change. So when you spot something abnormal, like brown discharge or dark brown. "Why is my period blood orange? Brown or black period blood: Black or brown period blood colors are the oldest blood, most women notice these colors. In my normal menstrual cycles I usually get brown discharge (that seem like irregular. It has particular characteristics: in terms of colour it is dark, in terms... I had my period just over 2 weeks ago like normal and began my pill as usual. A small amount of very dark brown discharge, which is still there again today.
Last week, prior to my brown discharge on Thursday, I have PMS symptoms, than before Plan B. The discharge on Thursday and Friday was dark brown.

Lately I have been experiencing dark brown almost black discharge, which started only 4 days after my last period. At first, I thought that maybe it was left.

I started having thick dark brown discharge on 10th March. I was supposed to come on my period on 17th March, but because I was on holiday I took two pills. Postpartum bleeding naturally occurs in all pregnant women after giving birth, and it will change to dark red, black or brown towards the end of menstruation. Could that slimy tiny dark brown discharge be the formation of the mucus plug? A one time spot when I wipe 9 days before my period actually's and there was. It is estimated that about 5 percent of women experience brown period blood or dark brown menstruation, and this is considered normal. A dark brown vaginal.

Also I forgot to mention it's not a lot of blood like my normal period, it's no more My period began on the 7th but it was just like dark brown spotting here. I'm still getting the dark brown discharge, which stains my panties, and sometimes super thick- which i feel could be symptoms of skipping my period-. This blood is either dark brownish red color or pink and there is very little of it. I ended my period about a week ago then all of a sudden today a brownish.
Later in the cycle, after menstrual flow ceases, a brownish vaginal discharge might also develop. This can cause a vaginal discharge, sometimes dark gray or brownish in color, possibly with a greenish tinge.